
                          ’s ROI
in a nutshell
Before investing in a software solution like CHEQROOM, businesses prioritize the amount of business value – or profit – 
the solution generates. When calculating ROI, there are four dimensions to keep in mind:  cost, time, productivity and 
well-being.

Up-front cost is an extremely
limited view of real value.
Cost is always top of mind. The cost of the software – and its implementation – is an important way for a business to 
gauge how much they are willing to spend. But the value of a solution also includes the amount of time the solution 
saves, the productivity boost it offers and its happiness factor.

Save time

Consider an equipment manager who spends 3 hours per week chasing down equipment, this 
excludes the time they lose resolving double bookings or tracking lost gear. This means that they 
have to send emails or make calls to get in touch with the person using the equipment that is needed 
elsewhere. The average man-hour cost is 50 dollars per hour, leading to a productivity loss of 17.25 
days per year, or 6,900 dollars.

Why not let CHEQROOM do the dirty work for you?

Take transparency to the next level
Find out where any piece of equipment is (and everything about it) – at a shoot, at home, in an employee’s car, you 
name it. Get an always up-to-date overview of your inventory on the go. And in the equipment room? Just aim your 
smartphone.

Say goodbye to repetitive manual tasks
Digital workflows make the processes (including electronic signatures) of engaging a freelancer, prepping shipping 
documents and booking equipment something that happens automatically. You and your teams don’t have to handle 
paper documents or juggle calls and e-mails.
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Boost productivity

An average EQ room of a production company has about 500-600 unique items. Relatively cheap 
gear such as batteries, tripods but also expensive gear such as camera bodies & lenses or specialty 
lighting. Combined this totals a value in the range of $450,000 - $500,000. If just 5% of your equipment 
is lost or broken, you will lose an average of $20,000 to $25,000 dollars per year.

If CHEQROOM decreases that 5% to 3%, you’ll save $10,000 per year.

Available anytime, anywhere
The CHEQROOM mobile app with built-in scanner automatically syncs with the platform, for easy access and 
functionality anytime, anywhere.

No learning curves
CHEQROOM’s user interface is easy and intuitive for all parties to use; nobody wastes any time getting up to speed or 
finding their way around.

Improve decision-making with depreciation, analytics and reporting
Spreadsheets do not allow you to get insights such as warranty status, gear that needs the most repair/ maintenance 
(durability), the current value of all your equipment, etc. With analytics, you can make the right investments in new gear 
or rentals, make informed business decisions when deciding on buying vs renting gear and gain a clear overview of 
costs and performance with easy-to-read reports and analytics.

Less frustration
One flexible tool that everyone can use
Nobody is ever in the dark – you can easily set up roles in CHEQROOM to allow different levels of access. All information 
is visible – and everything happens – in one centralized place via a single tool. There is one source of truth, the tool is 
always up to date, and it’s accessible for all employees & freelancers, etc.
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Step 1: Write down how many pieces of equipment you have &  
how much each piece is worth (on average)

Step 2: Define how many pieces of equipment get lost per year & 
how much of your equipment sits idle

Step3:  Write down how many hour per week you spend chasing equipment

Step4:  What’s your equipment manager’s average man hour cost?

Free your mind by flagging broken equipment and automatic notifications
Avoid  accidentally preparing broken equipment for projects, hunting for last-minute contact details or not having 
the right gear. Set up automatic notifications in the platform to trigger a variety of actions: gear repair, check-in date, 
return time, gear audits, etc.

Administration happens where it should – behind the scenes
Processes like reservation check in/out – including off hours and in open equipment rooms – happen behind the scenes. 
Equipment managers and users/freelancers don’t have to take their agendas apart to be in certain places at specific 
times for the ol’ switcheroo.

“One of the key features for equipment management with CHEQROOM is having 
a quick and reliable way to gather information when something is broken and to 
be able to customize those processes for quick notifications. Instead of waiting to 
discover a broken camera body right before a shoot, we configure CHEQROOM so 
that anytime a flag is set on a broken item, it pings the stakeholders who need to 
do something about it.”

Corey Protin, global media studios manager at a media outlet in NYC

Asses the ROI of your business yourself

Use our calculator to know your total inventory value and how much 
a tool like CHEQROOM will save you

$100

9

65%

$250
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The verdict: stronger results,
less time and effort

   People

   Project

   Business

MORE REVENUE, INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY FOR PEOPLE & BUSINESS

• Less administration

• Fewer e-mails and calls

• Central access to information

• No hunting through shelves

• Not waiting for emails about 
where the gear is

• Comprehensive equipment 
data

• No mystery (or missing) gear

• Simpler, faster workflows

• Equipment always in optimal 
condition

• More time spent on value-
adding tasks

• No errors to sort out

• Better reliability

• Easier audits

• Fewer delays

• No projects missed out on

• Informed business decisions • Higher production capacity • Less waste (time, resources, 
talent)
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Responding to the “buts”

But why not just use Excel or even paper?

Microsoft Excel offers a static overview of an organization’s equipment that has to be manually updated.

CHEQROOM is a centralized platform that consolidates all data related to each piece of equipment owned, 
including repairs, usage and communication. Even more, it automates and consolidates all equipment 
communication processes across multiple channels and users.

But are the costs and effort of implementation worth the result?
CHEQROOM will save you a lot of time, frustration and money because you don’t need to spend it on last-minute 
rentals, repairs or admin work. You can be up and running within 2 weeks. We support you throughout the entire 
implementation, generate images for your platform with automatic QR codes and even print the labels for you and ship 
them to you. Piece of cake.

“If you don’t have any organizational 
system in place to manage equipment, 
or you’re doing it on paper, you 
definitely need one. You’re going 
to quickly outgrow the chaos. 
CHEQROOM does so many things right; 
I haven’t really run across anything 
that I wanted the software to do that 
it couldn’t. The software alleviates the 
pressure of time because it handles so 
much. That’s really valuable for us.”

Matt Huesmann, filmmaker and equipment manager 
at Lipscomb University

Added value: choosing a bi-yearly plan saves you an extra 10%.
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But what if there are cheaper options out there?

Other vendors may be cheaper, but their interfaces are clunkier, leading to lower user adoption.

CHEQROOM focuses on AV equipment and is the best solution on the market in terms of ease of use 
– essential for high adoption rates. We also invest in high-quality customer support: we have a whole 
customer success team dedicated to helping you and listening to your feedback. We take your feature 
requests seriously. We make lots of improvements throughout the year on existing features, and release 
multiple new features every few months. Our customers are the best in their industry, so we want to offer 
them the best tool to make their lives easier.

But what about the rollout process?
We help you at every step of the way. Our onboarding expert will help you set up and get in touch regularly (or as often 
as you want). We offer chat support, email support, and hold regular webinars on best practices and product updates. 
You’ll be a pro in no time.

But is CHEQROOM reliable? Future-proof?
We have been on the market for over 7 years and serve 1,000+ clients. When it comes to plans, CHEQROOM grows with 
your business. It’s possible to add locations or departments that want to join and have their separate space in the tool. 
We also offer an unlimited number of users per account, so if your team grows, we’re ready for it.

But what about security?
CHEQROOM takes security very seriously. Our data is stored on Amazon AWS, which is ISO certified, and we offer 
multi-tenant databases. Every year, we hold a cybersecurity check where a third-party vendor performs a penetration 
test to see if our security measures are on point. We also offer SSO to keep your users’ information as safe as possible. 
Good to know: our uptime is 99.99% or higher.
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